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Guide to Buying Crappy
Swords Online

SWORD BUYERS GUIDE LIMITED

By Pual Sutherland



Hello everyone,

I'm so glad that

you're able to join me!

In this short guide you will learn how to waste money buying crappy

swords online. We will show you exactly how to get the worst

possible deal for your money - so read on and get ready for some

CRAP!
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BARNEY

STINSON

“It is the Greatest Samurai Who

Lets His Sword Rust in it's

scabbard.”
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(click here for a 1,678,761 page guide to

avoid getting ripped off buying swords on

eBay)

Second only to FleaBay, Amazon has the best

selection of crap swords around! It is a Jungle

in there!

Top Recommended Places to Buy Crappy

Swords 040404
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ALWAYS TRUST
A SELLERS FEEDBACK. EBAY AND AMAZON ARE TOTALLY

FOOLPROOF.. (COUGH)



Stainless Steel Rocks

Don't believe the hype

Remember - the most important thing is your sword is razor sharp. If it is not

described as razor sharp, do NOT buy it! Sharpness is the ONLY factor that

counts in a sword - steel and tang is not important - and 440 surgical stainless

steel MUST be good for a sword because it has the word 'surgical' in it. 
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Cheap is Best

There is no reason to spend more than $50 to

get a battle ready sword. 

There are many amazing knock-offs and rip-offs of haughty brands who

think they know what makes a good sword. Teach them a lesson, buy a

knock off and then review it on the internet pretending it is the real thing.

That will teach those arrogant sword makers to bring their lofty prices

down to under $50. How dare they..
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Sharp

with

Speed

Holes

Never buy a sword without speed

holes..

Speed holes make a sword faster - and were totally

historical. If you buy a sword WITHOUT speed holes

you are just wasting your money.



And don't forget..

Always test a sword on yourself first

If you feel a sword is not very sharp, try to saw off your own

arm with it. If it doesn't cut you to the bone, demand an

immediate refund. If it does cut you to the bone,

congratulations! Your sword will Keeeel!
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Finally

HAPPY APRIL FOOLS EVERYONE..!


